Magic Bus Centre
For Learning & Development, Karjat.
October 8th to October 10th, 2017

Highlights
Day 02 - October 9th
• An invigorating day, a
welcome break

A Noteworthy Ambience

Magic bus is a learning centre which
gave us a deeper meaning of personal
leadership and important life skills.
Apart from these, if you move your eyes
around you will see simplicity and
creativity in every little thing, including
food and living conditions. The food
being incredibly simple tastes heavenly
and satisfies both your stomach and
your mind- Chinese, Indian, south
Indian- unbelievably delicious. Seema
Kadam, the kitchen in charge told me
how she planned our menu. She smartly
said that she kept in mind the age of the
group and knew where they came from

Touch Handball

in order to know their tastes, likes and
dislikes. Also, the way that the dorms
and the dining hall are built, they are
made with very simple designs yet
creatively. They are made of materials
that the poverty stricken have easy
access to and thus can get an inspiring
instance from them. They are made of
bricks and wood which aren't very
expensive but still are long lasting. These
dorms were built around eleven years
ago! Thus, living in humility, being
down to earth and being simple is a life
hack. We should learn from everything
we see in our surroundings or things that
we experience.

The day started with two of the groups
meeting at the field for a refreshing game
of handball. We began with some
exercises and stretches to charge us up
for the match.

only their upper body. Also, the players
could score a goal only by putting the
ball on one of the plastic cones set up for
us. Our instructors had also given us
football bibs to wear.

Our instructors had added a few
challenges to spice up the game. When
one person caught the ball, they could
not move from the waist down, and had
to pass the ball or make a goal using

It was a great way to start the day and an
interesting version of handball we
played. We learnt to tackle situations
inspite of various restrictions be uit
physical or mental. This enhanced our
capability to cope with limitations.

Scaling Heights
Just like climbing the rung of the ladder
which represents life, rock climbing is
another experience filled adventure,
where the checklist precaution is to check
the consciousness of the “belayer”. We
start from the bottom and go all the way
up, then smoothly push away from the
wall and glide. For someone with the fear
of heights, rock climbing is a major
mission to complete. But the motivation of
our peers and instructors is abundant

enough to finish. Starting with a goal
of stepping on a number of steps
makes it an even more interesting task.
Rock climbing is an epitome of feelings
like joy, determination, excitement,
sometimes anxiety and the feeling of
success. Here, at Magic Bus the
instructors take maximum effort and
initiative to inculcate values in ones
personality. I must say, it's an
experience of a life time and we've
been privileged to be a part of it.

• Life is like a boxing
match defeat is declared not
when you fall, but when you
refuse to stand up.

Great leaders don't
need to act tough.
Their confidence
and humility serve to
underscore their
toughness!

Nature at its Best!
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A Thing Of Beauty Is A Joy Forever
From the very point of time we
reached the magic bus centre all
we've seen is greenery and the
musical sound of flowing water.
Every time I take a walk around I
can't help but admire beauty in all
directions.
The
entire
centre
represents a fresh forest which is a
feast for our eyes. There is a narrow
mud road for us to walk on,
surrounded with tall green trees. We
took a refreshing nature walk early in
the morning and saw a wide variety
of tree's, plants and species of insects
and animals. In a nutshell, all of
God’s creation entreated one and all.

Sport is a preserver of health!

Stepping with Caution
Magic Bus has introduced us to a
number of mind boggling activities
which highlight the importance of
different life skills in our lives. One
such activity was 'Stepping Stones'.

restart something in life. We should
be wise enough to come out with
better ideas and not repeat our
mistakes. We also attend to physical
strength as we try to adjust the plank.

Stepping Stones taught us that
leardership quality comes to us only if
we are patient and willing to learn. It
also gives us the knowledge of
teamwork, mindfulness and most
importantly critical thinking.
As the teams were told to restart the
game if they committed any mistake,
this gave us a very relevant and
natural point of our life. If we get to

It also tell us that we should always
listen to people around and put
everyone's ideas together to come up
with
really
great
resultsinterdependent.
It is truly said that:
'Patient is a virtue, Leardership is a
skill.'

Rappelling Through Odds
Rappelling was perhaps one of the
most exciting and exhilarating (and
nerve-wracking for some) activity on
Day 2. There was a magnanimous
25feet drop which made even the
bravest
faint-hearted.
While
ascending the seemingly neverending stairs leading to the start
point, the participants' heart rose to
their throat as they could see the
elevation from windows beside
them. The first step was most crucial
according to which the individuals
had to align themselves at 90 degree
angles towards the artificial cliff.

After which the difficulty of the task
rather decreased. As every student
alighted on their feet they were
welcomed with a warm encouraging
applause. The ones who had a phobia
of heights were constantly motivated.
These efforts did bear fruit as every
student successfully completed the
task. In line with the procedures and
motives of the Magic Bus Team, this
adventure sport too obscured an
important life lesson the instructors
wanted to convey that in any task or
hurdle in life, the first step is always
difficult. But with sheer determination,
confidence and support one can
overcome anything; all you have to do
is hold on tight.
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Student Speak
“From my point of view the huge play
ground is the best thing of this Camp. The
cuisine is delicious and the group activities
added fun to my stay here.”

“It was a great experience. I want this
Camp to continue forever. Each day
brought in more fun.”

Adarsh Bothara, XI B

Anish Swamy, XI B

“We
were
taught
about
personal
leadership and how we can learn to
control our emotions. It had also helped us
alot to improve our thinking skills and
become a better leader.”
Muskan Tuli XI A

“It was totally worth spending time on.
Learnt a lot to improve our skills, develop
patience and helped us realise the value
of a team.”

“The experience was inexplicable, as I
have no words to express my joy and
contentment of this trip.”

”l had a great time being with my friends
and building a rapport with others.
Incredible activities and unforgettable
memories!”

Akshat Upadhyay, XI A

Akshat Anand, XI A

“It was a wonderful experience. I have
never known more about myself than I
have in the past few days. This will definetly
help us in the long run.”

“It was a very well planned Camp and a
good experience. I learnt a lot of things
that I will carry with me for the rest of my
life.”

Abiri Kondpalle, XI B

Esha Sawant, XI B

“It was a mesmerizing experience. I was
motivated to do more than my
expectations and overcame fear.”

“Everything was a great preparation and
well organized activities. The instructors
were very informative,so functioned
smoothly.”

Anshul Vardhan, XI A

Sanjana Hukkeri, XI A

Arnav Mane, XI A

“It was worth spending three days and I
wish we stayed longer. I have never
attempeted adventure sport before and
will surely attempt it more often now.”

“It has been a very good learning
experience.
Not
everyone
likes
theoretical learning.”

Natalia D'Souza, XI B

Disha Kalera, XI C
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Student Speak
“I enjoyed the ambience that drew me
closer to nature. The activities were new
and interesting. On the whole a welcoming
surrounding!”

“A refreshing experience. I loved the
place, I enjoyed the activities and
relished the food.”

Navneet Singh, XI A

Dhiren Solanki, XI C

“Great experience and very good
surroundings! I learnt many new things and
understood how to face my fears too.”

“The camp has various activities with
various outcomes and learnings.”

Jillika Shah, XI C

Mehek Luthra, XI C

“Unforgettable memories, much more than
what I expected. Learnt many things and
enjoyed everything.”

“The activities at the magic bus as well as
the environment complimented each
other. These moments will be cherished.
My view about the world would definitely
change for the better.”
Siddhanth Sharma, XI C

Vatsav Sethupathi, XI A
“It was a fantastic experience. Each
activity tested our capabilities and helped
us learn that we had much more
substance than we imagined.

“We enjoyed today thoroughly and the
activities helped us learn values which
will come handy in our future.”

Manushree Gupta, XI C

Sakshi Kaul, XI C

“These activities enhanced my potential
and I believe that I can do better in life
with these experiences.”
Harsh Punamya, XI C

“The huge football ground attracted my
attention the most moreover the trainers
were extremely friendly and the activities
were really challenging. In addition to this
the food was very delicious.”
Jeet Singh Sethi, XI B

“We learnt a lot about personal leadership
and in the long run it will definitely benefit
us.”

“It has been a vital experience of my life
where activities enhanced my skills and
moreover I had a lot of fun.”

Samah Nair, XI C

Nakia Rajkotwala, XI C
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Pictures Speak Louder Than Words

Sports teaches you character, it teaches you to play by the rules, it teaches you to know
what it feels like to win and lose – it teaches you about life.
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Pictures Speak Louder Than Words

In the dust of defeat as well as the laurels of victory there is a glory to be found if one
has done his best!
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Pictures Speak Louder Than Words

Adversity causes some men to break; others to break records!
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“The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in a man’s determination.”
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